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accuser Someone who imputes guilt or blame.
Hero faints before her three accusers leave.

alibi Provide an alibi for.
Her friend agreed to alibi her.

certification Validating the authenticity of something or someone.
Graduates who want to gain industry recognized certifications.

certify Attest or confirm in a formal statement.
The Law Society will certify that the sum charged is fair and reasonable.

confirm Administer the rite of confirmation to.
If these fears are confirmed the outlook for the economy will be dire.

corroborate Confirm or give support to (a statement, theory, or finding.
The witness had corroborated the boy s account of the attack.

corroborative Serving to support or corroborate.

demonstrate
Establish the validity of something, as by an example, explanation or
experiment.
This decision demonstrates his sense of fairness.

evidence Provide evidence for.
His trembling was evidence of his fear.

evidential Serving as or based on evidence.
The evidential bases for her argument.

excuse Accept an excuse for.
Please excuse my dirty hands.

eyewitness A spectator who can describe what happened.
Eyewitness accounts of the London blitz.

inquest An inquiry into the cause of an unexpected death.
An inquest by New York newspapers into a subway fire.
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invalidate Declare invalid.
A technical flaw in her papers invalidated her nomination.

justify Show or prove to be right or reasonable.
Justify the margins.

ostensive Manifestly demonstrative.

pretext
Something serving to conceal plans; a fictitious reason that is concocted in
order to conceal the real reason.
The rebels had the perfect pretext for making their move.

proof Make a proof of a printed work engraving etc.
Spatial dimensions whose very existence is beyond all hope of proof.

prove
Prove formally demonstrate by a mathematical formal proof.
She displayed an ingenuousness which sprung from a yearning need to
prove herself.

rationalize
Structure and run according to rational or scientific principles in order to
achieve desired results.
Rationalize the child s seemingly crazy behavior.

substantiate Provide evidence to support or prove the truth of.
They had found nothing to substantiate the allegations.

testify Provide evidence for.
The bleak lines testify to inner torment.

testimony Evidence or proof of something.
The testimony of an eyewitness.

underwrite
Sign and accept liability under (an insurance policy), thus guaranteeing
payment in case loss or damage occurs.
Each subscriber should underwrite his reason for the place he allots his
candidate.

validate Check or prove the validity or accuracy of.
Validate a ticket.

verification
Additional proof that something that was believed (some fact or hypothesis
or theory) is correct.
The verification of official documents.

verify Make sure or demonstrate that (something) is true, accurate, or justified.
Please verify that the doors are closed.

vindicate Clear of accusation, blame, suspicion, or doubt with supporting proof.
More sober views were vindicated by events.
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why
The cause or intention underlying an action or situation especially in the
phrase the whys and wherefores.
The whys and wherefores of these procedures need to be explained to
students.

witness Be a witness to.
A key witness at the trial.
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